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Issue 24 - August 2020

Welcome to the 2nd newsletter of 2020. Thank you to
everyone who contributed content to make this bumper
issue.

Auchterhouse.com NEW website is LIVE!
The Community Council has commissioned a brand new
auchterhouse.com website that went live this week.
It’s full of info about local groups, village facilities,
things to do, local businesses, local history and events.
Please take a look and share with anyone you know
who might be interested.

CICK HERE TO VIEW NEW WEBSITE

Cover photo: Liam Yule
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Community Council Update - March to August

Fly Tipping
Fly tipping offences reached a peak in mid-June with one particularly bad incident on Bonnyton
Road. Photos and videos taken at the scene provided evidence to identify one of the businesses who
arranged for the rubbish to be dumped. The evidence is being used by Environmental Health to pursue
a prosecution of the person who dumped the rubbish and the business who paid them to do it.
Please use the following guidance to report fly tipping incidents in our community:
•

If you see the vehicle dumping the rubbish please note down the registration plate so you can
provide it when you report the incident.

•

You can use a website called what3words.com to pin point the specific location of the fly tipping.
The website will provide you with 3 unique words that are assigned to that 3m squared area so
that you can provide it to the authorities for accurate reporting on the location of the incident.

•

Report the incident to Dump Dumpers by filling in their online form. Their guidance states:
o Due to the current situation with COVID-19, please use the online form to report fly tipping in
the first instance. The details will be passed to the relevant enforcement agency.
o If you wish to make a report by telephone, please contact the relevant local authority directly.
o Please do not interfere with waste material as it may be hazardous or potentially be used as
evidence.

•

Please also report the incident to Auchterhouse Community Council by emailing
comcouncil@auchterhouse.com. The Community Council will distribute the information to our
local community police officer and local councillors so that the incident is escalated and followed
up on. The Community Council will collate the information for all the instances of fly tipping to
keep a record of frequency and location.

•

If you are on Facebook you can also place a post on the Auchterhouse Newsletter Facebook page
to say you have identified a fly tipping incident and have reported it to the relevant authorities.
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Community Council Update - March to August

Dronley Wood Parties & Littering
Over the summer large groups of youngsters have been using the woods to hold
raves/parties. In mid-June one group left a horrific mess spread over a large area
including broken glass and human waste. Thank you to all the local residents who
helped to clean up the mess in such a short time and those who took photos of car
registration plates which were sent to the police to follow up on. At the start of
August another party was attempted in the woods but due to the community swiftly
dialling 101 to report it the Police attended, dispersed the party goers, took their
names and made them clean up the mess they had made. The Police did a fantastic
job and hopefully that will deter anyone else from coming back to the wood for a
rave/party. If anyone in the community notices any suspicious activity in the wood
that looks like a large party please dial 101 to report it.

Fire behind Auchterhouse Park
On 30th May a fire broke out in the woods behind Auchterhouse Park at the top of
the village. It was fortunate that a local resident, John Brush, was walking in that
area on the day to spot it and call the fire brigade. The fire had spread across several
fallen tress and the fire brigade reported that if they hadn’t attended when they did
the whole wood might have burnt down. It is not known how the fire started but
there was evidence of a campsite and litter near the fire. With the rise in popularity
of wild camping its vital that fires are not lit in wooded areas. Thank you to John for
taking such quick action to report the fire and assisting the fire brigade in locating it.
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Community Council Update - March to August

Covid-19 village outreach service
At the beginning of the pandemic the Community Council launched an outreach
service to provide support to those were self-isolating and required help with shopping
and medication delivery. Helen Smith volunteered to coordinate the service and was
overwhelmed by the number of volunteers from our local community who were willing
to help out. The outreach service was a huge success supporting all the village residents
who asked for assistance. On behalf of the Community Council and the village we
would like to say a huge thank you to Helen for taking the time to organise all the
details and making the service work so seamlessly.

Public Toilets
We have re-opened the park toilets in agreement with Angus Council. Please observe
the signs, especially requesting that only one person enters the toilet area at a time
unless part of a family. Please always wash your hands with the soap and paper towels
provided after using the facilities. Extra cleaning sessions have been instigated to
keep the toilets as clean as possible. Thanks to our young cleaners for taking on
this extra work.

Sidaw Path Plans
The Community Council are working on photographing and mapping out routes and
paths around Auchterhouse to create an online resource linked to the work being
undertaken by the Sidlaw Path Network group and aimed at complementing the
existing core path network that is already established.
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Community Council Update - March to August

Planning
New
Ref: 20/00447/FULL
Erection of a shed a 6 Eastfield Steadings, Auchterhouse, DD30QP
Approved
Ref: 20/00428/CLU
Single story extension to rear elevation of house at Donisla Burnhead,
Auchterhouse, DD30QN
Ref: 20/00327/FUL
Alteration and extension of dwellinghouse at New House, Auchterhouse, DD25PB
Ref: 20/00188/FULL
Erection of Agricultural shed (retrospective) at Sunnyhall Farm, Lundie, Muirhead,
DD25NZ
Ref: 20/00016/FULL
Constructions of residential accommodation ancillary to Pitlyal Byre and change of
use of ground to garden ground at Pitlyal Byre Lundie, Muirhead, DD25NZ

Next meeting
Thursday 22nd October 2020, 19:00 (includes AGM)
In the Hall with physical distancing in place
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Some of you may be aware that Mary and John Skea have
been running a fundraiser for the village hall called the 200
Club. The Club has been running for a number of years and
has raised lots of money to support the running of the hall
(£500 per year). After all of their hard work, Mary and John
have decided it is time to hand it on and I have taken over
the running of it. On behalf of the Hall Committee, and those
who are part of the club, I would like to extend a huge thank
you to them both for all of their time and effort in running
the club. I would also like to give a mention to Andrew Skea
for the support he gave them and to Sonny Milne, Helen
Smith, Elizabeth Millar, Shiona Baird, Garry Stewart, Sandra
Murray and Joanne Elwin for collecting money and distributing
tickets.
For those of you who don’t know what the club is, there are
200 numbers available at a charge of £5 per number. The
funds are usually paid by the end of August at which point
the first draw is done. There are 6 winners in August, 4 prizes
of £10 and 2 prizes of £5. This is repeated in September,
October and November. If a number is chosen at one of these
draws, it is not put in for subsequent draws until December.
At the December draw, all numbers are put back into the pot.
The prizes for December are 1 prize of £60, 1 prize of £40, 4
prizes of £20 and 12 prizes of £10.
Once the August draw has been done, I will be in touch with
the winners to let them know and will also post this information
in the village newsletter and on the village newsletter facebook
page. If you have any questions please contact me either on
facebook, or by email on kelliesmith47@aol.com.
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McGowan Ltd have completed the all-abilities path, which extends
eastwards for about 800M from the car park to an open site near
the SSE wayleave and has a 230M loop to the north through the
felled area. The path has been ‘tested’ with some very heavy and
several days of prolonged rain and passed with ease. Some furniture
will now be added in the form of bench seating, picnic tables and
information boards. The car park extension (formed last year) will
have some hedging planted to the east and south and a new
pedestrian gate added. The funding for this £46,000 project is all
in place - mainly from Angus LEADER, but also Sommervell’s
Wildlife Trust, Aberbrothock Skea Trust and the Nineveh Trust.
A supply of necessary tools for volunteers, when working in the
wood, has been drawn up by Dirk and purchased from funding
provided by the Alexander Moncur Trust and the Tay Trust. We
now need lots of volunteers to come forward and take part
in improvement work, which will start with clearing vegetation
and planting.
We need to plant much of the felled area in the north side (or at
least encourage regeneration); for this Dirk is awaiting the outcome
of an application for a free supply of about 7,000 broadleaf trees
from Carbon Footprint Ltd. Failing this funding from Scottish
Forestry for Restocking & Regeneration will be made.
Scottish Forestry have been very helpful and agreed to one application
for felling permission for thinning the wood to cover the next 5 years
(instead of the normal annual application) and this has been applied
for. Annual thinning will be carried out in each of the 5 compartments
in turn (starting in comp 3 this year).
www.dronleywood.org
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Dronley Wood (continuted)
Our plan is to have a Continuous Cover Wood and to
introduce more broadleaf trees like oak and beech. An
application for a Scottish Forestry grant under their Low
Impact Silviculture Systems programme has been made
– this can be worth £30 per hectare per annum for the
whole wood.
Dirk is currently investigating the need for improving the
forest road and extending it prior to tree thinning in comp
3. For this, work grants are available and are being sought.
A programme for the protection of the power lines
running through the wayleave area has been agreed
between Dirk and SSE. It will mean some of the
conifers, which would endanger the power line, will
have branches cut or their height reduced (topped).
3 German forestry apprentices will join Dirk for 2 or 3
weeks as part of their training this year. In addition
local Dundee students have the opportunity to train
with Dirk and may take this up later in the year.
It is hoped that a public event will be held in the wood
this autumn – a plan will be drawn up for our September
board meeting then advertised.
Garry Stewart
Email: Drummuir@btinternet.com
Tel: 01382 320339
Photo: Leigh Cressweller Eros

AUCHTERHOUSE WEATHER - January to June
By John Brush
Winter weather at Auchterhouse seems to be much less interesting than it used to be back in the
1960’s when I first came to live here. During most winters there would be a reasonable period of
snow and it certainly seemed a lot colder than recent winters.
January 2020 was no exception to this and the mean temperature for the month was 4.9°C
which is 2.3°C above the long term average of 2.6°C. The first snow of the winter occurred on
the 28th when I recorded a depth of 4cms. Precipitation was only 43.1mms which is much below
the average value of 82.4mms.
February tried to make up the rainfall deficit with a total of 133.5mms which was nearly a record
for that month. There were gales on two days and sunshine was 90.2 hours, close to average.
Snow total for the month was 17cms. Mean temperature was 3.7°C which was 0.7 deg above
average. At first March looked as though it would continue with lots of rain but it stopped more or
less on the 15th and due to anticyclonic conditions, the rest of the month was pretty dry. Rainfall
at 30.7mms was 47% of the average for the month. A small amount of snow fell on the 12th, but
melted rapidly thereafter. Sunshine was 117.9 hours, very close to average.
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Auchterhouse Weather - continuted
April was a dry, sunny month. There was
hardly any rain for most of the month, but
some significant rain fell on the 27th and 29th,
bringing the month’s total rainfall to 10.9mms
which is only 19% of the monthly average of
57.3mms. This dry month was followed by a
dryish May, when only 23.8mms fell. Sunshine
for May was 225.4 hours which is not a record
and a high air temperature was recorded on
the 29th of 25.3°C which at the time of writing
(20th July) remains the year’s highest
temperature.
June was an uninteresting month which tried
to make up some of the rainfall deficit of previous
months with a total of 74.3mms, 11% higher
than average. Mean temperature was 1.2°C
higher than normal, though it did not feel
particularly warm. There was thunder and
lightning on the evening of the 27th when my
auto gauge recorded a rate of 55.9mms/hour
which fortunately was not maintained for more
than a few minutes!

We hope to start meeting, albeit virtually,
on the 21st September. Should anyone
wish to join us, please have a look at
Auchterhouse SWI Facebook page for
details. Should you need help with
technology, members are highly
willing to support. All welcome!
Unfortunately, due to present
circumstances, the annual Soup Lunch
and Burns Supper will be cancelled this
year.
Anne Black
President
anneblack1974@gmail.com

John Brush
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Open Wednesday to Saturday
10am - 4pm
Takeaway Wednesday
night till 8pm
Have you tried
one of our
breakfasts?

Delicious home baking

Outdoor seating

Hot filled rolls, burgers, take away meals
#suport local
Auchterhouse Country Sports - 0182 320476

We are delighted to have all our children back to school and nursery and
to see them settle so well to the new routines that are now in place. We
have welcomed four new Primary 1 children and we now have 9 children
attending our nursery which is a fantastic increase in numbers.
Auchterhouse Community Lockdown Time Capsule
Pupils are beginning to create work in class that reflects their time
in lockdown. This will go into a time capsule and be buried in school
grounds towards the end of September. Children have also been thinking
of other items to put into the time capsule that were important to them
during the past few months.
As a small community, we would love for everyone to be involved. If
you have anything you would like to contribute to the Auchterhouse
Community Time Capsule please contact l.cowper@angusschools.org.uk
or phone 01382 768091 and we will arrange collection. Due to restrictions,
we ask that you do not come into school to drop off items.
We hope that our time capsule will capture a very surreal time in our
lives where families and communities have pulled together to support
each other. Although we would love to invite members of the community
along to bury the time capsule with us, we are unable to do this due to
strict guidelines in place – we will keep you updated with photos on our
new school blog!
Rights Respecting Schools
We achieved our Bronze Rights Respecting Schools Award in January
and we are now working towards our Silver. Since coming back to
school the pupils are choosing a ‘Right of the Month’ and, for August,
the Right of the Month is Article 28, ‘Access to Education’.
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Vision, Values and Aims
Before lockdown, we were in the process of refreshing our Vision, Values and Aims. Our
pupils were all set to start attending community groups to gather ideas of the values from
people across the community. Unfortunately,
this will no longer be able to happen. We are
going to have a different approach to gathering everyone’s ideas and this will be through
online surveys. We really do want as many
people as possible to be involved with this –
surveys will be sent out soon!
School Blog
Our new school blog went live at the end of
June. It is still work in progress as we want
pupils to be fully involved in contributing to
this and updating the blog on a regular basis.
It will be a great way to keep up to date with
what happens at Auchterhouse Primary
School.

Laura Cowper
Head Teacher

Volunteer/s wanted for
Auchterhouse Baby & Toddler Group
I hope that all of our little buddies & big people are keeping well and staying safe – we have
really missed Toddlers and hope that we can meet up again soon!!
After a lovely 2 ½ years running Toddlers, my own children are now at nursery/school and I am
looking for a new volunteer or small group of volunteers to take over the running of the group.
If you are keen to keep it going, please think about volunteering, it’s a lot of fun and requires
very minimal organisation. It would be a real shame for the village to lose such an important
support group for our new mums and their young children, where lifelong friendships are made
and essential hot cups of coffee are enjoyed.
Day/Time: Monday 9:30-11am (this is flexible)
Time commitment: 1 ½ hours a week.
Required from: Whenever Covid restrictions allow the group to re-start (hopefully soon!)
Volunteer/s needed to: Open church and lock up after – be a key holder.
If interested or want to find out more, contact Pauline Turns on 07851236522.

School Lane Garden
This has been a very different year in the garden. The lockdown began and the school shut, just
as the children would have been starting the Spring work. We did wonder what was going to happen
but being positive (as all gardeners are), we set to and did the planting with the hope the children
would be back to help with the harvesting. In the early stages, we had some help from our grandson
who was completing his hours for his silver Duke of Edinburgh Award. He helped with the digging of
the vegetable plots. We have grown a range of vegetables, concentrating on ones which survive
through the autumn and maybe winter, like ruby chard and kale. Potatoes, mange tout peas and
carrots are all growing well. The children have already been out picking the peas and the tomatoes
and cucumbers in the bottle greenhouse.
As lockdown eased, some families came in to pick rasps and do some weeding. One lockdown project
for the children was to paint stones, bringing them to the garden. One set formed a caterpillar, the
other began spelling out Auchterhouse Primary School but there are still a few letters to go. Do pay
a visit and see what the children have been doing. Also if you come in soon, you will see our second
water lily flower this year. The wee pond is looking quite established now though sadly we haven’t
seen the frog again since last year. At present, the three of us are continuing general weeding and
tidying. We have started working on the flower bed at the back of the garden, clearing
weeds and replanting with a variety of flowers.
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School Lane Garden Continuted

Village Hall

Some children and parents came in for a Saturday
morning session recently and were a great help.
Those who know me know my favourite mantra is
“many hands make light work”. No one can argue
with that!

The Hall is to be used by the School
following the October holiday for
lunches and gym so will not be
available to be used by the community
until restrictions are eased. This is due
to the strict school risk assessent that
states that the hall is clean before use
for staff and pupils and numbers of
visitors to the building must be
restricted.

Some of the jobs which need doing and which
we could do with help are: painting the shed (
we have the wood stain); digging over the wild
flower bed; making a proper base for the seat
which needs mending; weeding the original
flower bed in the rear playground (when the
children are not in school).
Any help will be much appreciated, just contact
me anytime. We are still working in the garden
on most Saturday mornings from about 10.30am,
weather permitting.

The Hall Committee is exploring
alternatives, possibly the Church.
Please contact Helen Smith on 01382
320312 to inquire about bookings.

Shiona Baird
Email: shionabaird@hotmail.co.uk
Tel: 320435
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Unfortunately we were unable to hold Sports Day this
year due to Covid-19 but we have set the date for next
year. Let’s make 2021 Sports Day the best yet.
SAVE THE DATE - SATURDAY 21st AUGUST 2021
Keep an eye on www.auchterhousesportsday.com for all the latest news!

Sidlaw Churches News
An update from the Auchterhouse Church Session Clerk
Hello to you all. I hope you have all managed to stay save and now have lovely clean houses and
gardens. Those of us lucky enough to have a garden have found them a god send during this difficult
and worrying time. It is with a heavy heart that I must tell you that our minister Rev Jean De Villiers
has left us to try for another parish. To do this he will receive help and guidance from the Presbytery
and Church headquarters in Edinburgh. To help you understand a bit more I will put part of a letter
that went out to all members, from Presbytery Clerk and interim Moderator, Rev James Wilson.
“Different cultures do not always complement and do not always work. Whilst we as a congregation
and Presbytery had great hopes and expectations in bringing Jean and his family to these parts in
the hope of learning from them and integrating them into a culture that is Scottish, rural and city
intertwined, and Presbyterian; sadly, to has not worked out and Jean is now looking to move
elsewhere. It is possibly a leap that needs to be taken in two steps and not all at once. Maybe
this charge has been a necessary steppingstone to firmer ground beyond. This has been a huge
upheaval that Jean, Alison and their children have experienced. The Church already provided a
steppingstone in Glasgow. That is another culture all of its own and not one to acclimatise to in 6
months. Dundee Presbytery will therefor assist Jean and his family to understand a little more of the
culture of the Church of Scotland in its Presbyterian policy before he departs form this area, but we
must give them space to move on with our blessing.
Photo: Liam Yule
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In slightly more official jargon Rev Jean has now completed his ministry at
Auchterhouse, Murroes and Tealing, Monikie and Newbigging and will now undergo
some additional training and familiarisation before seeking and moving to
another post.
With the coronavirus still very much with us and now just a few miles away, we
must more than ever take care of ourselves and those we love. This is not the
second wave they worried about because the first has not yet gone away. We
are having a session meeting this week to discuss the opening of our Church.
The proposed date is 6th September but that may depend on whether the Scottish
Government puts some of us into lockdown that or not. To keep updated on the
opening and other Church news go to the Sidlaw Church website. Garry will also
email those of you he has email addresses for.
Syd and Edna Graham had a surprise visit from Moritz (nee Charlton) and Deborah
Marliny and their two children (a pigeon pair). Moritz and Deborah are both ministers
in Baden. Some of you will remember Moritz when he was sent to us from the
United Church of Baden evangelical/ Lutheran/ episcopal around 1998. Gordon
Campbell was also a student with us. When Syd, Gordon and Moritz were all
wearing their gowns Dr Margaret Dempster would sing ‘three craws sat upon a
wa’. They worked hard to justify this unique situation. The three also played a
huge part in starting many of the services which are still continued today, namely
the Field Communions at harvest time and the walk up Balcalk Hill on Easter
morning. Their theme for all these special services was, ‘Lift your eyes to the
Hills’ Syd and Gordon were invited to Moritz and Deborah’s wedding in Germany,
where Moritz took Deborah’s name. They said at the time it was one of the most
moving weddings they had ever been to.
Please look after yourselves,
Elizabeth Millar

Due to COVID, we have recently opened an adjoining extension to allow our
customers more room to shop and easily socially distance. We also have a
bigger product selection (200+ new products added last week alone).
Come along and take a look.

Dronley Farm | Dundee | DD3 0QJ | 01382 580799

Lundie and Auchterhouse Curling Club
I want to start and say I hope that everyone at Auchterhouse is safe
and well. Even though our last official game was a friendly against
Rossie Curling Club on Sunday 15 March, we have been very busy over
the following months. Over the lockdown months we have not been
relaxing, we have been working towards when we can get back on the
ice. Sadly, we were not able to have our Annual AGM at the start of May.
But, on Thursday 13th August 24 club members got together to take
part in our First virtual AGM hosted by Andrew Skea.
We invited Mike Ferguson, owner of Forfar Indoor Sports, to provide us
with an update on what has been happening at Forfar Indoor Sports to
ensure the safety of all curlers when its tie to safely get back on the ice
for the new season. Mike advised that he plans to dedicate the first week
of the season to play games that were cancelled last season due to the
pandemic. For us that means playing Pairs and the Valentine game to
find out who has won those two leagues.
This AGM was Dave Smith’s last AGM as Club
President with Jenny Arbuckle becoming the new
President of our Club. Judith Strachan is stepping
up to Senior Vice President with Andrew Skea
becoming the Junior Vice President. Jenny,
myself, Dave’s wife Helen and daughter
Gemma presented him with a Guinness
pint glass and bottle of Guinness to say a big
thank you for all his hard work for the last two
years and dealing with the COVID-19 situation
over the last few months.
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Lundie and Auchterhouse Curling Club
The surprises continued with Bruce Buchan nominating Helen Smith
as an Honorary Member of the Club. Bruce said, "this not just because
she has decided to call it a day on the ice. Honorary membership is not
just about the longevity of membership. It is not awarded to many. It’s
about the support of the Club and commitment to the Club, going the
extra mile for the Club and also, perhaps, bringing renown to the Club
over the years.
I am sure you will all agree that Helen has done all these things for
Lundie and Auctherhouse. She was our secretary for over 20 years four
times longer as anyone has managed since, and from then until now
has been the go-to on all things about the running of the Club and the
why and the wherefore we decided to do it that way,
Since giving up that post she has been President and until this day
secretary of Dundee Province and the Area. I have known Helen since
we were at school together way back in the last century and I can't
think of anyone more deserving. I have great pleasure in proposing
Helen." All members taking part in the AGM agreed that Helen
deserved this amazing membership of the Club.
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Lundie and Auchterhouse Curling Club
After all the excitement we moved on to the winners of 2019/20 so far which are:
John Stirling League - Winners - Andrew Skea, Neil Mackintosh, John Brown and Alex Ferrier
Runners up - Susan Smith, John Smith, Karen Smith and June Fenwick.
Jenny took the opportunity to advise members that the Club’s next milestone is our 150 years in
2028. We will start looking at updating the history of the Club from our 125th anniversary. If you
have any photographs or stories related to our Curling Club please can you email them to
secretary@curling.org.uk and we will add these to the Club History, Thank you.
If you are interested in finding out more about Curling and joining this exciting fun club, please get
in contact with us. Please don't worry if you have never stepped foot on the ice, we can advise of
upcoming Try Curling events at Dundee or Forfar. Andrew Skea and I are Scottish Curling Level 1
coaches to support new members. Or you are very welcome to attend one of our club events to
watch and meet our members. Please contact me by email or give me a call for a chat.
Karen Smith
Club Secretary
E: secretary@curling.org.uk
T: 01307 461461
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